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WHERE DC Vi£ GU BRUM HEKE?

Ihave been asked by the National Steering Committee to write
this paper in order to stimulate some debate at our first National
Conference here in Manchester. Therefore its contents must not be

considered to be the views of the current members of the National

Steering Committee, nor indeed those of n.y own branch, Greater
Manchester. In this writing, all I intend to do is raise some
questions about areas I feel we, as a group, should concern our
selves with, now we are a year old. As they are all internal issues,
this oaper may seem to take a very negative approach, but if SDAG
is to survive, we musHie self-critical.

When we started this organisation, it had all the promise of
bringing together two Movements, the Labour (movement and the new
Disabled Movement. How far has this been achieved? SQAG was really
born out of the frustration felt by disabled people in the Labour
Movement, who found the idea of a pressure group very appealing.
But SDAG was not a 'bottom up' organisation, instead it was set up
by organisation representatives with the sunoort of able-bodied
Labour p^rty 'experts'. Naturally, the first Steering Comnittee
would be made up of people mainly from the Labour [•ovement, but
the disabled movement did have a few important representatives.
The stage is set, so what went wrong? Since the start of this
group no extra interest has been shovn by Disabled grouns, SDAG
has become an organisation within the Labour Movement only. Is
this a problem?

When the Constitution was developed, it was expected that SDAG
would be a mass orgnisation. Therefore a branch/region/national
structure was suggested. A year later, we can see that we are not
a mass organisation, but simply a pressure group. Do we have any
chance of becoming a mass organisation? Do we want to become one?
If we accept that we are not going to be a very large group, then
we need to re-examine our Constitution and our methods of achieving
our aims. v

It is the Branches which suffer when we are structured like a

mass organisation, but have only a small merrbershio. The first of
our branches qas Greater Manchester, which has many problems. It
has a membership of around fourteen, split "throughout a large distric
The large area covered by the branch makes it impossible to have
branch meetings, but if the branch covered a smaller area, there
would be fewer members and less chance of getting people to take
on the officer posts. All this has caused dissatisfaction within
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the branch, resulting in some members not renewing their member
ship to the group. How should SDAG be structured? Is it just a
matter of time?

Affiliations to SDAG are proving to be very successful.
So successful, that there is a danger that individual membership
may be swamped by membership from groups within the Labour Movement.
Our Constitution will keap disabled people in control of SDAG but
they may well become a minorityl Should SDAG re-assess its policy
on affiliations?

What about our relationship with the Labour Party? Cur
Constitution says we are intending to affiliate to them, if they
ever accept affiliations again. Is this wise? What alternatives
are available? Above all else we need to maintain our ability to
attack Labour Party policy on disabled people whenever we feel
the need.


